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Electrodynamic Wheel Magnetic Rolling Resistance
Wei Qin (秦伟), Member, IEEE, Jonathan Z. Bird, Member, IEEE
Portland State University, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Portland, OR, USA
In this paper the concept of magnetic rolling resistance (MRR) is introduced. The MRR is particularly useful when trying to characterize maglev devices that operate with a slip. Approaches to minimize the MRR for an electrodynamic wheel magnetic suspension
device are discussed. MRR is calculated from the power losses and it is shown that by using MRR a direct performance comparison
with existing modes of transportation can be made. The MRR for a number of different maglev designs is calculated.
Index Terms— Analytical models, eddy currents, electromagnetic forces, Halbach rotor, magnetic levitation, magnetic losses

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE mechanical rolling resistance (RR) force is the force required to keep a wheel rolling. The mechanical RR force,
Fd, is related to the normal force, Fy, on a wheel by [1]
Fd (vx )  (a  bvx ) Fy , [N]
(1)

Ld ( vx ) 

Fy (vx )

(3)
Fx (vx )
is often used to characterize the devices suspension performance, where Fy=lift force and Fx = eddy current drag force.
Equation (3) is just the inverse of (2). In suspension devices that
operate with a slip speed, such as an electrodynamic wheel
(EDW), the drag force, Fx , can be made to be zero or a positive
thrust force [3, 4]. For such devices (3) will not be a useful
metric.
In this paper a magnetic rolling resistance (MRR) metric is
proposed that allows a maglev vehicles’ performance to be intuitively compared with traditional modes of transportation.
The utility of the MRR is demonstrated by using it to study the
performance limits of an EDW driven maglev vehicle [3, 5, 6].
II. MAGNETIC ROLLING RESISTANCE
The electrodynamic drag force typically encountered in maglev
vehicles can be converted into a thrust force if the magnetic
source is rotated mechanically [3, 4], as illustrated in Fig. 1. The
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Fig. 1. (a) Side view and (b) front view of a sub-scale two pole-pair Halbach.
The Halbach rotor is rotated at angular velocity, ωm, and translational move at
velocity vx above the flat aluminum guideway.

Lift force

Normalized lift force

for the Japanese Shinkansen series 200 high-speed train the RR
coefficients are a=0.0012 and b=15×10-6s/m [1]. Therefore, at
360km/h the rolling resistance coefficient is only c=0.0027.
For electrodynamic suspension (EDS) devices the lift-todrag ratio

vx

y

Normalized thrust/drag force

where vx = translational velocity and the constant terms a and b
are invariably determined experimentally [2]. The speed term
in (1) is only used to model the mechanical losses in high-speed
trains [1, 2]. The ratio of RR force to normal force is called the
rolling resistance coefficient and is defined as
F (v )
c (v x )  d x
(2)
Fy

ωm

Thrust force

Slip (m/s)
Fig. 2. Normalized lift and drag/thrust force for a single EDW moving with
translational velocity vx = 300 km/h

eddy current forces are dependent on a slip:
(4)
s  m ro  vx
where ωm = mechanical angular velocity, ro = outer rotor radius.
The mechanical and electrical angular velocity are related
by the number of pole-pairs, p. By adjusting slip, s, the force Fx
can be made to be zero. This is shown in Fig. 2. The lift-to-drag
ratio given by (3) is then meaningless (since Fx=0). A more
useful metric for measuring the lift performance, for slip
dependent devices, is to use specific power:

S p (v x ) 

PL (vx )
Fy (vx ) / g

[W/kg]

(5)

where g=9.81ms-2. The denominator is the mass. This metric is
not normally used to measure performance in traditional
transportation vehicles and therefore using (5) makes
comparisons difficult. The drag force given in (2) can also be
computed using the power loss and then one has

c (v x ) 

PL (vx )
vx Fy (vx )
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Equation (6) can also be used to characterize the magnetic suspension performance for electromagnetic slip dependent devices, where the power loss is then due to eddy current and hysteresis losses rather than mechanical frictional losses, the rolling resistance computed using (6) can then be thought of as being a MRR. As (6) is calculated using power loss it will never
be zero, unlike with (2). An illustration of how the MRR and
efficiency changes as a function of slip and pole-pairs, p, for a
single EDW is shown in Fig. 3. Table 1 gives the parameters
used to create Fig. 3. The forces were computed using the 3-D
analytic model presented in [7, 8]. The inner radius, ri, of the
Halbach rotor used in this, and in the following analysis, was
selected so as to maximize the lift-to-weight ratio for the given
pole-pair number [9]. Fig. 3(a) shows that the MRR improves
(becomes lower) as the pole-pair number decreases; however,
Fig. 3(b) shows that a lower pole number significantly reduces
the thrust efficiency, η. The efficiency was calculated from
Fx (vx )vx
F (v )v
 (v x ) 
 x x x
(7)
Fx (vx )vx  PL (vx ) T (vx )m
where T(vx) = torque and Fx(vx) = positive traction force. It
should be noted that in this analysis the eddy current losses
within the EDW magnets is neglected. If the magnets are not
highly segmented this loss could be significant.
p =5

Magnetic rolling resistance

p =4
p =3
p =2

p =1

A trade-off between minimizing MRR or maximize efficiency exists for the EDW. One means of achieving both a
lower MRR and high efficiency, is to utilize multiple EDW in
series [9], as illustrated in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. In general, the MRR
is lower when the number of pole-pairs, p, is lower, outer radius, ro, is larger, track conductivity is higher and track thickness, t, is increased. The MRR decreases when the translational
speed increases. This is opposite to the mechanical friction
based RR relationship.
The EDW minimum MRR always occurs when the slip is
controlled to make Fx=0. This is illustrated in Fig. 6 for the case
when five EDWs in series are translationally moving at a velocity of vx=100m/s (with p = 2 pole-pairs on each rotor). Fig. 6
also demonstrates that by both rotating and translationally moving the EDW a lower MRR can created than if it is only translationally moving. For instance, by looking at Fig. 6. one can
see that if the slip is s=-100m/s then from (4) ωm=0 and
vx=100m/s and so in this case when there is only translational
motion the MRR is not at a minimum. This indicates that the
simultaneous rotation and translation of magnets lowers the
MRR when compared to relying only on translational velocity
for eddy current magnetic suspension.
Through parameter analysis it was determined that there are
two important ratios that play a significant role in minimizing
the MRR, they are the rotor width, b, to outer radii ratio defined
as
  b / ro
(8)
and the rotor offset, d to outer radii ratio defined as
  d / ro
(9)
The impact that these two ratios have on the MRR will be
studied in the following two sections.

Slip (m/s)
(a)
Rotor

Thrust efficiency %, η

p =5
p =4
p =3

Conductive late

p =2

TABLE 1.
SIMULATION PARAMETERS
Description
Value
Outer radius, ro
0.4
Inner radius, ri
ri(p)*
Magnet (NdFeB), Br
1.42
Rotor offset, d
0.2
Airgap, g
10
Width, b
0.4
Conductivity, σ (Cu)
5.69107
Thickness, t
50

Unit
m
M
T
M
mm
M
Sm-1
mm

* where: ri(1)=0, ri(2)=0.37ro , ri(3)=0.575ro, ri(4)=0.684ro, ri(5)=0.746ro.

p =1

b

ωm
Slip (m/s)
(b)
Fig. 3. (a) Magnetic rolling resistance, for one EDW and (b) the corresponding efficiency, η, as a function of slip for different number of pole-pairs when
vx = 360km/h (100m/s). The geometric and material parameters shown in Table 1 were used. The power loss is only computed in the conductive plate. To
create this figure the model presented in the [7, 8] was used.

d

ωm

vx

Fig. 4. Two electrodynamic wheels in series, with rotor offset d, axial rotor
width b, rotor angular velocity, ωm and translational velocity, vx.
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black dot. In this example case this occurs at Λ =1.6. This Λ
value does not change with numbers of EDWs as shown in Fig.
9 however the Λ value that gives the lowest MRR does change
with pole-pair number as shown in Fig. 10. In the next section
(n,p)=(5,2) with Λ =1.6 will be used as this a practical ratio and
also gives one of the lowest MRR values.

n =1

n=4
n =5

Slip (m/s)
Fig. 5. Magnetic rolling resistance as a function of slip for n EDWs in series
when vx=100m/s. In this plot each EDW has 2 pole-pairs with rotor offset
d=0.2m, outer radii ro=0.4m and rotor width b=0.4m. (Г,Λ)=(0.5,1). The 3-D
equations used to compute the results in this figure are given in the Appendix.
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Fig. 7 Magnetic rolling resistance as a function of outer rotor radii and rotor
width for n=5 EDWs in series that have 2 pole-pair each when vx =100m/s,
s=20m/s and Г=d/ro = 0.6.
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ro =0.3m
ro =0.4m
ro =0.5m
ro =0.6m

Rotor width to outer radii ratio, Λ
Fig. 8 Magnetic rolling resistance as a function of outer rotor radius to width
ratio, Λ, for (n,p,Г) = (5,2,0.6) and (vx,s) = (100, 20), Note that the point • on
the figure denotes the ratio Λ=1.6 at which 95% of the minimum MRR was
reached.

0
100

Slip (m/s)
(b)
Fig. 6 (a) The thrust, suspension and (b) efficiency, magnetic rolling resistance as a function of slip speed when vx = 360km/h (100m/s). Results are
for n=5 rotors in series with p=2 pole-pair with an outer radius of ro = 0.4 m.
(Г,Λ)=(0.5,1.6).

A. Rotor Width to Outer Radius Ratio
Consider the case in which the number of EDWs in series and
pole-pairs is kept at (n,p)=(5,2), and the speeds are
(vx,s)=(100,20) m/s and Г=0.6. Then if the MRR is computed
for different outer radii and rotor width values the plot shown
in Fig. 7 can be obtained. It can be seen in this plot that the
MRR decreases as the rotor width, b, increase but with a diminishing return. The decreasing improvement in MRR is more
clearly seen in Fig. 8. As the rotor width is increased the 3-D
edge fringing effects play a smaller role in changing the performance when compared to a 2-D model. The point at which the
MRR reduces to 95% of its minimum value is marked with a
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n =2
n =3

n=2
n=3
n=4
n=5

Rotor width to outer radii ratio, Λ
Fig. 9 Magnetic rolling resistance as a function of rotor width to outer radii for
different number of EDW when p =2, (ro,d) =(0.4,0.24), Г=0.6 and (vx, s) =
(100, 20). The point at which MRR reaches 95% of its minimum value is
marked with a black dot, this point does not change when the number of
EDWs in series changes.
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p=2

Rotor width to outer radii ratio, Λ
Fig. 10 Magnetic rolling resistance as a function of rotor width to outer radii
ratio, Λ, for different number of pole-pairs when n=5 EDWs are in series.
Г=0.6 and (vx, s) = (100, 20). ). The point at which the MRR reaches 95% of
its minimum value is marked with a black dot.

B. Rotor Offset to Outer Radii Ratio
As the MRR is always a minimum when Fx=0 this condition
can be used to investigate how the MRR changes when the
Г- ratio changes. As an example, consider the case shown in
Fig. 11 in which the rotor offset, d and outer radii, ro were both
varied and (n,p,Λ)=(5,2,1.6) and (vx, s) = (100,20) m/s were
kept constant. At this operating point the MRR is always at a
minimum when Г = 0.59. This ratio condition is shown as a
black line in Fig. 11 for different ro values. However, the selected slip value of s = 20 m/s used to create Fig. 11 does not
give the lowest MRR value since at this slip value Fx ≠ 0 (as one
can note by examining the slip value that gives the minimum
MRR in Fig. 6). Therefore, at each translational velocity, vx
there is a slip value, s at which Fx=0 and by plotting the MRR
value at the Fx=0 condition for different translational velocities
and Г ratios a plot such as shown in Fig. 12 can be created. Fig.
12 shows the minimum MRR value at each Г ratio for four different translational velocities. What is interesting to note is that
the Г ratio is always Г=0.2. Therefore, one can conclude that
for the (n,p)=(5,2) combination Г=0.2 will always result in the
lowest MRR design. A similar analysis for different numbers of
pole-pairs can be conducted. This results is shown in Fig. 14
for the case when vx=100m/s, it can be seen that using 2 pole
pairs results in the lowest MRR value. Higher numbers of polepairs increase the minimum MRR since the electrical frequency
will increase. When using p=4 and p=5 pole-pairs the minimum
MRR occurs when Г=0. This would not be a feasible design
point as this would mean that the rotors would touch. The increase in number of EDWs in series does not change where the
optimal Г-value is located. This is illustrated in Fig. 14 for the
case when (p, Λ, Г,ro) =(2,0.2,1.6,0.4). Fig 14 also shows that
as n increases the MRR decreases. However, this improvement
does not continue indefinitely as illustrated in Fig. 15. The
lowest MRR for the 2 pole-pair EDW when ro = 0.4m is shown
to be c = 0.0165 when operating at vx = 100m/s (360km/h). This
indicates that the use of electrodynamic magnetic suspension
will increase the rolling resistance by a factor of 6 relative to
the rolling resistance of a Japanese Shinkansen 200 high-speed
train travelling at the same 360km/h speed.
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p=3

Rotor offset, d [m]

Outer radius, ro [m]

Fig. 11 Magnetic rolling resistance as a function of rotor radius and rotor offset d for five EDWs in series that have 2 pole-pair each at vx =100m/s,
s=20m/s.
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Fig. 12 Minimum magnetic rolling resistance as a function of rotor offset to
radius ratio, Г, for (n,p,Λ)=(5,2,1.6) and ro = 0.4 m. when vx = 50,75,100 and
150m/s.
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Fig. 13 Magnetic rolling resistance as a function of pole-pairs in series when
vx=100m/s and (n, Λ, ro) =(5,0.2,0.4)
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train. As an EDW has both rotational and translational motion
the MRR can be minimized and therefore an EDW appears to
offer the lowest MRR value of an EDS type maglev system.
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APPENDIX
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0
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Minimum magnetic rolling resistance

Rotor offset to outer radius ratio,
Fig. 14 Magnetic rolling resistance as a function of numbers of EDW in series
when vx =100m/s, (p, Λ) =(2,1.6), ro = 0.4 m . It can be noted that the optimal
rotor offset to outer radii ratio, Г does not change with number of EDS.

The second order magnetic vector potential steady-state eddy
current model developed by Paul [7, 8] was modified to enable
the EDW forces for multiple EDWs in series to be computed in
3-D. The model presented in [7, 8] assumed that the conductive plate guideway is homogenous, simply connected, has infinite width (along the x-z axis) and is composed of non-magnetic material (μr=1). The steady-state Fx and Fy eddy-current
forces created by the rotation and translational motion of an
EDW can be computed from [7, 8]
F

sn
Bmq
Rmq j

wtlt Re
m

m

xˆ

yˆ

(10)

mq

q

where wt is width of the track, lt is length of the conductive plate
track and Rmq is the reflection coefficient given by
2
mq

2
mq

2
mq

Number of EDWs in series, n
Fig. 15 Magnetic rolling resistance as a function of numbers of EDW in series when vx =100m/s and (p, Λ, Г,ro) =(2,0.2,1.6,0.4).

kq
2
mq

kq2

2
mq

2
mq

mq

mq vy

0

(12)
(13)

2 q /wt

(14)

2

j

(11)

2 m /lt

2
mq

(15)

0

(16)

0.5vy

(Pwm

m vx

j (Pwm

kq vz )

m vx

kqvz )

(17)
(18)

sn
The Bmq
source field for n=1 EDW is given by
s1
Bmq

TABLE 2.
MAGNETIC ROLLING RESISTANCE COMPARISON
Drag force Velocity
Maglev design
Type
(kN)
(km/h)
Transrapid, TR07 [11]
EML *
13.56
400
G.A. Urban Maglev [12]
EDS
1000
72
Magplane [13]
EDS
540
HSST [14]
EML
0.046
15
* EML= Electromagnetic levitation

mq mq coth( mq h )

2
2
m

m

III. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
A comparison of a number of different MRR values for
proposed and operational maglev systems is shown in Table 2.
It can be noted that none appear to be competitive with the RR
of a high-speed train. The EML system can have a low MRR
because the guideway is made up of laminated steel. Laminated
steel was shown to be necessary when operating above
100 km/h [10]. The use laminated steel results in an extremely
costly guideway structure.

mq

0

Rmq

1

2

Smq e

2

mq g

(19)

0

where Smq is computed from [7, 8]
MRR
0.006
0.11
0.025
0.013

CONCLUSION
This paper introduced the concept of MRR and it was used
to study the performance of an EDW. Geometric design parameters were identified that can minimize the MRR for an EDW.
It was shown that it is very difficult for a maglev vehicle to
achieve the comparable operating RR values of a high-speed

Smq

1
ltwt

wt /2 lt /2

Byso (x , g, z , t )e

j

mx

e

jkq z

dxdz .

(20)

wt /2 lt /2

The 3-D Halbach rotor source equation within the integral of
(20) is defined in [7, 8]. The track width wt and length lt must
be selected to be sufficiently long so as to prevent any edge effects from corrupting the results.
When there are multiple EDW in series the field contribution
from each of the EDWs in series must be summed up. For example, for n=3 EDWs in series the total field source equation
becomes
s3
s1
Bmq
Bmq
e j m 3xo (e j m 1xo e j m 2xo e j m 3xo )
(21)

6

d

(22)

and for n=N EDW in series the source field will be:
sN
Bmq

s1
Bmq
e

j

m Nxo

N

ej

m hxo

(23)

h 1

The eddy current power loss in the conductive track due to N
EDWs in series can be computed from [7, 8]
Ploss

sn
Bmq

wl Re
m

q

Rmq

(j

e

j

m vx )

(24)

mq

Force (kN)

The force and power loss equations given by (10) and (24)
where verified by comparing the computed results with the
force and power computed using a COMSOL finite element
analysis (FEA) model. The comparison is shown in Fig. 16 and
Fig. 17. The error comparison is shown in Fig 18. A good
agreement was achieved.
TABLE 3. SIMULATION PARAMETERS
Description
Value
Outer Halbach radius, ro
0.05
Inner Halbach radius, ri
0.37 ro
Wheels offset, d
0.05
Pole pair, p
2
Rotor number, n
5
Magnet residual flux density (Nd-Fe-B), Br
1.42
Track conductivity, σ
5.69107
Slip speed, s
-30 to 30

Unit
m
m
m
T
Sm-1
m/s

Track thickness, t

mm

10

Lift force

Slip (m/s)
Fig. 18 Percentage error between FEA and Analytic model with changing slip
speed

A. Field and Current Exit Effects
Using the parameters given in Table 3, the y-component of the
source field at the surface of the track (y=0) for n=5 EDW was
plotted. The result is shown in Fig. 19. The EDWs were centered at x = 0m. The By magnetic flux density and current density, Jz, in the longitudinal direction within the conducting track
at a velocity and slip value (vx, s) =(25, 20) ms-1 is illustrated in
Fig. 20 and Fig. 21 respectively. The oscillatory trailing nature
of the induced eddy currents and field due to the motion of the
EDWs is clearly evident. By using additional EDWs this trailing field can be used to boost the efficiency and lower the MRR
of an EDW maglev system.
y-components of the Magnetic field
(T)

2ro

Fig. 19 y-components of the source field at the upper surface of the track.

Thrust force

Power Loss (kW)

Slip (m/s)
Fig. 16 Forces comparison between FEA and the analytic model with changing slip speed

Slip (m/s)
Fig. 17 Power losses comparison between FEA and the analytic model with
changing slip speed

Track position, relative to the
upper surface of the track (mm)

xo

Percent Error (%)

where

Fig. 20 y-component of the magnetic flux density [T] within track with a
translational velocity vx = 25 ms-1 and a slip speed of s = 20 ms-1.

Track position, relative to upper
surface of the track (mm)

7

Fig. 21 Current density, Jz [A/mm-2] within track with a 25 ms-1 translational
velocity and a 20 ms-1 slip.
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